Theta phase segregation of input-specific gamma patterns in entorhinal-hippocampal networks
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SUMMARY

Precisely how rhythms support neuronal communication remains obscure. We investigated interregional coordination of gamma oscillations using high-density electrophysiological recordings in the rat hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. We found that 30–80 Hz gamma dominated CA1 local field potentials (LFP) on the descending phase of CA1 theta waves during navigation, with 60–120 Hz gamma at the theta peak. These signals corresponded to CA3 and entorhinal input, respectively. Above 50 Hz, interregional phase-synchronization of principal cell spikes occurred mostly for LFPs in the axonal target domain. CA1 pyramidal cells were phase-locked mainly to fast gamma (>100 Hz) LFP patterns restricted to CA1, which were strongest at the theta trough. While theta-phase coordination of spiking across entorhinal-hippocampal regions depended on memory demands, LFP gamma patterns below 100 Hz in the hippocampus were consistently layer-specific and largely reflected afferent activity. Gamma synchronization as a mechanism for interregional communication thus rapidly loses efficacy at higher frequencies.
INTRODUCTION

The hippocampal-entorhinal system is characterized by a number of distinct oscillations, including the prominent theta and gamma rhythms (Buzsáki et al., 1983; Bragin et al., 1995; Csicsvari et al., 2003; Colgin et al., 2009; Tort et al., 2009; Canolty and Knight, 2010; Fell and Axmacher, 2011; Buzsáki and Wang, 2012; Belluscio et al., 2012; Lisman and Jensen, 2013; Cabral et al., 2014; Bieri et al., 2014; Igarashi et al., 2014; Yamamoto et al., 2014). An important goal of such investigations is to understand how the rate and timing of spikes in neurons of a downstream network are governed by upstream regions and local interactions, and how such interactions support spatial navigation and memory (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Hasselmo et al., 2002; Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007; Mizuseki et al., 2009; Bieri et al., 2014). The local field potential (LFP) can be helpful in this process, provided that its components can be related to individual synaptic sources and the output spiking of specific neuronal populations (Buzsáki et al., 2012; Fernández-Ruiz and Herreras, 2013).

Area CA1 in the hippocampus is under the control of two major upstream regions: area CA3 and the direct entorhinal input from layer 3 (EC3; Witter et al., 1989; Amaral and Witter, 1989). The layer-segregated axon terminals of these inputs mediate both dendritic excitation and feedforward inhibition (Buzsáki, 1984). To determine the theta-gamma timing relationships between the entorhinal and CA3 inputs to the CA1 region, and their impact on the CA1 output, we used high-density extracellular recordings, combined with source separation techniques and unbiased spike-LFP coherence methods, while rats performed different maze tasks and slept in their home cages. We report that CA1 gamma-band LFP patterns and the spike timing of pyramidal cells and interneurons within the theta cycle depended on the relative strengths of the CA3 and EC3 inputs and associated gamma patterns in their target dendritic layers. EC3 input was strongest at the peak of the theta cycle, referenced to the LFP in CA1 stratum pyramidale, and was reflected by a mid-frequency (60–120 Hz) gamma oscillation in the LFP, followed approximately 15–30 ms later by the CA3 input on the descending phase in the form of a transient 30–80 Hz gamma pattern. The relative strength of these signals was strongly influenced by brain state and behavior. Rhythmic input at medium to fast gamma frequencies, however, poorly entrained pyramidal cell spiking. Instead, the output of the CA1 pyramidal cell population was dominated by fast (>100 Hz) oscillations that arose within the CA1 network.

RESULTS

Experiments were carried out while animals ran on a linear track (250 cm long), a T maze or open field (Mizuseki et al., 2009; Mizuseki et al., 2012; Pastalkova et al., 2008; Diba and Buzsáki, 2008; Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007; Berényi et al., 2014). Recordings from the hippocampus were made by 6 or 8-shank silicon probes covering most layers of CA1 to CA3 and dentate gyrus regions along the transverse axis of the hippocampus (Figures 1D and S1; 6 rats), allowing us to monitor local field potentials (LFP) from up to 256 sites (Supplementary Experimental Procedures). In separate animals, single unit and LFP recordings were made simultaneously in the CA1 or CA3 pyramidal layer and in multiple layers of the dorsocaudal medial EC (3 rats) or CA3 and CA1 pyramidal layers (3 rats) using high-density 4 or 8-shank silicon probes. Histological localization of the electrodes, criteria
for clustering of single units and separation of principal neurons and interneurons in a subset of these animals have been described in detail previously (Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007; Sirotta et al., 2008; Diba and Buzsáki, 2008; Mizuseki et al., 2009; Berényi et al., 2014). All single units were recorded near the cell body layers, and we therefore only included a subset of the diverse interneuron population (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Klausberger et al., 2008; Fishell and Rudy, 2011). Theta epochs during behavioral tasks were classified as RUN, while those during sleep were classified as REM.

Physiological identification of CA1 anatomical layers

The LFP at any point in the brain typically reflects the simultaneous activation of multiple current sinks and sources. Decomposition of the individual current generators was performed by one-dimensional current-source density (CSD) analysis of the LFPs recorded on single shanks (Figure 1A; Nicholson and Freeman, 1975). CSD analysis revealed alternating and phase-shifted inward (sink) and outward (source) theta currents in the str. radiatum and lacunosum-moleculare (Buzsáki et al., 1986; Brankack et al., 1993; Montgomery et al., 2009), the major termination zones of the CA3 and EC3 inputs, respectively. The correct identity of layers and current generators was further supported by independent component analysis (ICA) of the multi-electrode LFP. ICA discriminates the contributing sources on the basis of their distinct spatial distributions and temporal activations, and is less sensitive to spurious sources caused by variability of electrode impedance than CSD methods (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures; Fernández-Ruiz and Herreras, 2013). Applying ICA to each linear shank separated CA1 LFPs into 3 major pathway-specific independent components (ICs) (Figures 1B–D, S1). The CSD depth profile of one IC (rad) matched the source–sink–source distribution generated spontaneously occurring sharp waves during immobility, corresponding to strong excitation of CA1 neurons by synchronous CA3 output (Figure 1A, B; Bragin et al., 1995; Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007; Fernández-Ruiz et al., 2012). Another IC (lm) corresponded to a current sink in str. lacunosum-moleculare (Figure 1B, D; Brankack et al., 1993; Benito et al., 2014), the site of EC3 axon terminals. In contrast to the other two ICs, which were dominated by current sinks in the dendritic layers, the third component (CA1pyr) had a current source at the CA1 str. pyramidale (Figure 1B, D), which is identifiable by large amplitude ripples and unit firing (Mizuseki et al., 2011). Concatenating and smoothing the one-dimensional IC voltage loadings across shanks resulted in 2-D maps showing the layer specificity of each component (Figure 1D; similar layer specificity was found in all 6 rats). The spectral characteristics of the example traces shown for each component (Figures 1A and S1C) were conserved across entire sessions (Figure S1D).

Layer distribution and theta phase relationship of gamma oscillations

Neural activity is often coordinated on multiple timescales, with interactions between oscillatory processes manifested in cross-frequency coupling (Bragin et al., 1995; Canolty et al., 2010; Belluscio et al., 2012; but see Aru et al., 2014). Measuring the modulation of LFP power at higher frequencies (30–300 Hz) by the phase of lower frequency (2–20 Hz) components revealed gamma amplitude-theta frequency (GA-TF) coupling (Tort et al., 2010) in the CA1 pyramidal layer. We identified three relatively distinct, but overlapping, gamma sub-bands during RUN (Figure 2A; Belluscio et al., 2012), corresponding to slow
gamma (gamma\(_S\), 30–80 Hz), mid-frequency gamma (gamma\(_M\), 60–120 Hz) and fast gamma (gamma\(_F\), or epsilon band, >100 Hz). Because LFP gamma currents in the pyramidal layer reflect a combination (in unknown proportions) of active inhibitory currents and passive return currents from the dendritic layers (Csicsvari et al., 2003; Glickfeld et al., 2009; Schomburg et al., 2012), we also examined the layer-specific distribution of theta-gamma coupling using ICA. GA-TF analysis of the LFP ICs (Figure 2) revealed significantly theta-modulated gamma bands in all animals (p < 0.001 for each IC/LFP, surrogate test; 12 rats). In the CA1 pyramidal layer IC, theta oscillations most strongly modulated epsilon frequencies (Figure 2A, C; mean ± s.e.m., 149.4 ± 4.3 Hz). In the rad IC, the dominant theta-modulated gamma frequencies were between 30 and 80 Hz (Figure 2A, C; 47.3 ± 0.6 Hz), in agreement with a similar gamma band modulation (p > 0.05, t-test between frequencies) in the CA3 pyramidal layer IC (CA3pyr; Figure 2A, C; 47.6 ± 1.2 Hz). Compared to the rad IC, theta-coupled gamma oscillations in the lm IC were significantly faster (p < 0.0001, t-test; Figure 2A, C; 85.7 ± 1.8 Hz). In the EC3 LFP, the corresponding afferent layer, theta-coupled gamma oscillations were significantly faster than both the CA3pyr and CA1 rad ICs (p < 0.0001, t-test; Figure 2A, C; 90.0 ± 4.9 Hz), but not significantly different in peak frequency from the CA1 lm IC (p > 0.05, t-test). During REM, the frequency distribution of the theta modulated gamma sub-bands was largely similar to waking (Figure 2B, C; p > 0.05, t-test). However, the strength of GA-TF coupling (or modulation index, MI) and power of gamma\(_S\) in the rad IC were significantly reduced during REM compared to RUN (p < 0.0001, t-test; Figure 2B, D, E), whereas theta-gamma\(_M\) coupling and power in the lm IC were significantly increased (p < 0.0001, t-test; Figure 2B, D, E). These changes were accompanied by a parallel reduction of theta-gamma\(_S\) coupling in CA3pyr (p < 0.01, t-test; Figure 2B, D) and increased theta-gamma\(_M\) coupling in EC3 LFP during REM (p < 0.01, t-test; Figure 2B, D).

Consistent with the LFP changes, CA3 and EC3 pyramidal neuron firing rates decreased and increased, respectively, during REM compared to RUN (p < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s honestly significant difference test; Figure 2F).

We next examined gamma power variation as a function of theta phase of the LFP recorded from CA1 str. pyramidale (0° and 180° refer to positive polarity peak and negative polarity trough, respectively). This gamma amplitude-theta phase (GA-TP) analysis reinforced the layer preferences of the different gamma sub-bands (Figures 3, S1, and S2). The theta-phase ordering of gamma patterns (Figures 3A–C and S2), and the predominant phases of input and output spiking (Mizuseki et al., 2009) during RUN are summarized by in Figure 3E (see also the Discussion). Gamma\(_F\) power (>100 Hz) in the CA1pyr IC was maximal near the trough of the theta cycle (174.8 ± 3.3°; Figure 3A, C), coincident with the highest probability of spikes of the CA1 pyramidal neurons at this phase (Buzsáki et al., 1983; Csicsvari et al., 1999; Mizuseki et al., 2009). Gamma\(_S\) (30–80 Hz) was most prominent in the rad IC, occurring predominantly on the descending phase of theta (128.3 ± 2.0°; Figure 3A, C), which coincides with the gamma oscillations in the CA3pyr IC (138.9 ± 4.5°; Figure 3A, C), and most CA3 spiking (Csicsvari et al., 2003; Mizuseki et al., 2009). The gamma\(_M\) (60–120 Hz) that dominated the lm IC was phase-locked to the peak of the reference theta waves (348.8 ± 5.3°; Figure 3A, C), coincident with maximal EC3 gamma LFPs (355.8 ± 14.8°; Figure 3A, C), and pyramidal cell firing (Mizuseki et al., 2009).
During REM sleep, the theta phase and layer distributions of slow and mid-gamma activity was qualitatively similar to RUN (non-significant differences in theta phases of maximal gamma power, p > 0.05, t-test; Figure 3B, C), but theta-modulated gamma power decreased in the rad and CA3pyr ICs (p < 0.001, t-test) while it increased in the lm IC and EC3 LFP (p < 0.0001, t-test) during REM (Figure 3B, D). GammaF (epsilon) power became bimodal in the CA1 pyramidal layer IC and LFP, with power increases at both the trough and peak of CA1 theta cycle (see below, Figure 4), similar to the phase-shifted firing of many CA1 neurons during REM (Mizuseki et al., 2011).

In addition to theta phase and layer differences, the gamma frequency bands were also distinct in their promixo-distal distribution (Figure 4). Rad ICs closer to the CA3 region (proximal CA1) showed stronger theta-gammaS coupling than at sites near the subicular border of the CA1 region (distal CA1), whereas the opposite relationship was observed for the gammam band in the lm ICs (p < 0.001; ANOVA tests; 6 rats; Figure 4A). Their frequencies remained constant along the entire transverse hippocampal axis (Figure S3).

During REM sleep, the theta-coupled gamma power became dominated by the lm IC rather than the rad IC (Figure 4B). Furthermore, the promixo-distal profile of gammamF in the CA1pyr IC varied with brain state. During RUN, the theta-gammaF coupling was stronger at sites closer to CA3, while it was stronger near the subicular end during REM (p < 0.001, ANOVA tests; Figure 4A, B). The changes in CA1pyr theta-gammaF coupling along the proximo-distal axis and between RUN and REM mostly reflected changes in its theta phase distribution. A bimodal phase distribution, exhibiting increased power at both the trough and peak, emerged on the distal end during RUN and at all sites during REM (Figure 4C). The altered phase distributions were limited to the CA1pyr ICs; quantifying the phase distribution with the ‘center of mass’ of gamma power showed significant variation in CA1pyr from the proximal to distal ends during both RUN and REM (p < 0.001, ANOVA tests; Figure S3), but not in the other components (p > 0.05, ANOVA tests).

In summary, theta-modulated gamma power in the respective dendritic domains of CA1 pyramidal cells mainly reflect the gamma band activity in their respective afferent regions and varied as a function of brain state.

**Layer-specific gamma rhythms reflect distinct input and output patterns**

The next level of analysis examined within-layer, cross-layer and cross-regional interactions among the various gamma oscillations. As a first step, coherence maps in the gamma frequency band were constructed using gammamS coherence between LFPs at reference sites in different layers and the remaining 255 channels. This procedure reliably outlined the anatomical layer boundaries in CA1 (Figure 5A). Gamma-band coherence of the ICA components extracted from each shank similarly separated the CA1 layers (Figure 5B; 6 rats). Gamma coherence remained relatively high (> 0.4) for ICs from different shanks but in the same layer, even up to 1.8 mm away, whereas gamma coherence between ICs from different layers was consistently lower, even at the same shank (Figure 5C). Coherence between LFPs recorded from the CA3 and CA1 pyramidal layers showed a peak in the gammamS band during both RUN and REM (Figure 5D; 3 rats). LFP coherence between EC3 and the CA1 pyramidal layer was low (< 0.1 in each of the 3 rats) above ~60 Hz during both...
RUN and REM. By using wavelet phase coherence, which allows for time-resolved spectral component estimates, we found that the weak but significant coherence between CA1 and EC3 in the γM band was concentrated around the peak of the CA1 str. pyramidale theta LFP.

In several RUN sessions, but not during REM, interregional LFP coherence showed increasing coherence above 100 Hz (Figure 5D), compared to lower gamma frequencies. However, additional analyses showed that this long-distance, high-frequency coherence corresponded to a highly synchronous artifact of volume-conducted muscle activity (Figure S4).

**Interneuron spike to gamma LFP phase-locking within and between regions**

The theta-phase separation and low cross-layer and cross-regional coherence of LFP gamma waves suggested that afferent gamma patterns arriving to CA1 pyramidal cell dendrites are poorly expressed in the str. pyramidale. We next examined how well LFP oscillations recorded from different locations were reflected in the spike timing of interneurons and pyramidal cells. To provide an unbiased measure of spike phase-locking without arbitrarily pre-filtering the LFP, we introduced a wide-band, high-resolution method by calculating the wavelet phase at the time of each spike from 20 to 240 Hz (in logarithmic intervals). Modulation indices were calculated using the mean resulting length of the spike phase vectors, and the significance of phase-locking was assessed using the Rayleigh test on the spike phase distribution with a p < 0.01 threshold (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

We examined 3 types of correlations: (i) intraregional spike-LFP coupling; (ii) coupling between spikes in CA3 and EC3 and LFP gamma phases in CA1 (i.e., upstream spikes to downstream LFP); and (iii) coupling between the gamma phases of LFPs in CA3 and EC3 and spikes in CA1 (upstream LFP to downstream spikes). To avoid contamination of LFP phase by a unit’s spike waveform (Zanos et al., 2011), we measured gamma phases using the LFP recorded 0.4 mm from the unit detection site (i.e., a two-shank gap) in the pyramidal layer (see Figure S6). We first examined the relationship between spikes of putative interneurons in CA1 and LFP at CA1 str. pyramidale, because interneurons, in general, show more reliable phase-locking to afferent patterns than pyramidal cells (Buzsáki et al., 1983). Are large fraction of putative interneurons exhibited significant spike-LFP coupling at all frequencies, but three relatively segregated groups of interneurons emerged during RUN, corresponding approximately to γS, γM and γF/ε bands (Figure 6A). Because individual interneurons could be modulated at multiple gamma frequencies, we report both the fraction of neurons with p values < 0.01 at each frequency band (lines in Figure 6A–D) and the frequencies with the strongest coupling for those units crossing the p < 0.01 threshold for at least one frequency (‘preferred frequency’; bar histograms in Figure 6A–D). CA3 and EC3 interneurons were also broadly tuned, though EC3 interneurons, preferring mostly high frequencies, were less heterogeneous in their frequency preferences than CA1 or CA3 interneurons. When LFPs were instead taken from CA1 str. radiatum (Figure 6D, first panel), the strongest phase-locking of CA1 interneurons during RUN occurred in the γS band. Similarly, the strongest phase-locking and
frequency preferences of CA3 interneurons with CA1 str. radiatum LFP were confined to < 60 Hz (Figure S5). On the other hand, coupling between CA1 interneurons and CA3 LFP (Figure 6D, second panel) or CA3 interneurons and CA1 pyramidal layer LFP (Figure S5) had a broader distribution of frequency preferences. CA1 interneurons were also phase-locked to gamma frequencies in the EC3 LFP (Figure 6D, third panel) and, in the reverse direction, EC3 interneurons were phase-locked to CA1 LFP gamma (Figure S5), although in significantly lower proportions than between CA3 and CA1 (Figures 6D and S5).

Unfortunately, we did not obtain recordings with enough simultaneous single units and str. lacunosum-moleculare LFP for comparable statistics linking them.

The gamma frequency preferences of CA1 interneurons were also related to their theta phase preferences (Figure 6E). Interneurons with gamma_5 frequency preferences fired mainly on the descending phase of the theta cycle, whereas both gamma_M- and gamma_F-prefering units fired most around the trough of the theta waves, respectively, suggesting that the majority of interneurons in the CA1 pyramidal layer are more strongly controlled by CA3 and CA1 pyramidal cells than EC3 inputs. In support of this hypothesis, the gamma_5- and gamma_M-prefering groups disappeared during REM sleep (Figure 6A, top), during which CA3 pyramidal cells substantially decrease their firing rate (Figure 2F).

Pyramidal spike to gamma LFP phase-locking within and between regions

Figure 7 summarizes the statistics of pyramidal cell phase-locking in the gamma/epsilon bands within and across-regions. CA1 pyramidal cell spikes were moderately coupled to gamma_5 frequencies, but much less at gamma_M frequencies, for LFP recorded in the CA1 pyramidal layer during RUN (red traces and histograms). In contrast, they showed strong spike-LFP coupling in the epsilon band (110–200 Hz; Figure 7A). The fractions of pyramidal cells significantly modulated by different gamma bands are, on the whole, consistent with most previous studies, which did not characterize frequency preferences in detail (Figure S6D and Table S1). Note that modulation from 20–30 Hz may not be related to gamma activity but, instead, reflect timing relationships with non-sinusoidal features of theta waves (Belluscio et al., 2012) and/or the 3rd theta harmonic.

The distribution of CA1 spike-LFP coupling strengths and frequency preferences was conspicuously different from those that characterized spike-LFP coupling in the CA3 (<75 Hz) and EC3 (70–140 Hz) regions (Figure 7B), reflecting the gamma_5 and gamma_M dominance of LFP patterns in each of those regions. When CA1 pyramidal cells were related to LFP recorded in CA3 pyramidal layer or CA1 str. radiatum, the band preferences decreased to mostly below 100 Hz (Figure 7D, E), as was the case with interneurons.

Likewise, while CA3 pyramidal neurons were preferentially locked to gamma_5 in CA1 str. radiatum (Figure 7E), these units were most phase-locked near 80 Hz in CA1 str. pyramidal (Figure 7C), possibly reflecting CA3-driven feed-forward perisomatic IPSCs (Figure S5D). Spike-LFP coupling was much stronger in the EC3-to-CA1 direction (Figure 7C) than in the reverse direction (Figure 7D), especially at gamma_M frequencies, with the percentage of CA1 pyramidal cells locked to EC3 LFPs at frequencies above 80 Hz being less than 3% (i.e., near chance levels).
During REM (Figure 7, blue traces and histograms), CA3 pyramidal cell spike coupling to CA1 LFP gamma oscillation was significantly decreased, congruent with the decreased gamma power in CA1 str. radiatum (Figure 2E) and reduced firing rates of CA3 pyramidal cells (Figure 2F). CA1 pyramidal cells also became significantly less modulated at gammaM frequencies during REM, congruent with similar changes in the CA1 interneuron population (Figure 6A) and phase-locking between CA3 and CA1 (Figures 6D, 7C, and 7E). This suggests that, despite EC3 input generating gammaM LFP signals (Figures 2, 3, and 7C), phase-locking of CA1 units to mid-gamma frequencies is dominated by the CA3 input. In support of this hypothesis, the reduction of CA3 input during REM was accompanied by a shift in the preferred gammaM phases of CA1 pyramidal cell spikes from a gammaS-like distribution to a gammaF-like distribution (Figure 7F).

As an alternate measure of gamma modulation strength across the population, we pooled spike phases across units recorded in all analyzed RUN or REM epochs and calculated the modulation strength and p value (Rayleigh test) for the resulting phase distributions. This method gave qualitatively similar results to those presented above (Figure S6E–G). While the pooled spike phases across CA1 pyramidal cells did reach the significance threshold (p < 0.01) for phase locking to EC3 LFP up to 90–95 Hz during RUN and ~140 Hz during REM, it was much weaker than at slow-mid frequencies, or in the reverse direction of EC3 pyramidal cell spikes and CA1 LFP (which was maximal at ~95 Hz). Furthermore, including only spikes occurring when the wavelet power of the LFP was > 2 s.d. above the mean yielded no noticeable improvement in phase-locking in either the single or pooled unit case (data not shown).

A potential explanation for the relatively weak EC3-CA1 coupling could be that the electrodes in these respective regions were not placed in anatomically connected sites. Our finding of monosynaptic-latency excitation of EC5 interneurons following CA1 pyramidal cell spikes (Figure S5), however, argues against this possibility (Naber et al., 2001). In summary, while spiking in upstream structures was coupled to LFP gamma phase in their target regions, the phase-locking CA1 pyramidal cells to LFP oscillations in afferent regions was typically low and mostly limited to gammaS frequencies.

**Reorganization of CA1 activity during memory-guided navigation**

Brain rhythms are thought to reflect dynamical processes that are functionally related to the cognitive demands of behavior. While we focused here on characterizing the general dynamics of the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit during multiple navigational tasks, we also more specifically examined theta-gamma coupling and unit firing in a hippocampus-dependent delayed-alternation T maze task (Ainge et al., 2007; Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007; Pastalkova et al., 2008). In this task, rats learned to alternate between turns to the left or right arms on successive trials for water reward (Figure 8A, D), with the central arm associated selectively with memory recall (Wood et al., 2000; Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007). We first compared LFPs in the central and side arms using ICA (Figure 8A; 3 rats). Both gamma power (Figure S7) and theta-gamma coupling (Figure 8B) were significantly stronger for each CA1 IC during center arm running compared to the side arm with the largest changes present in CA1 str. radiatum (p < 0.001, t-test). These behavior-related
changes were strongest in the gamma sub-bands that dominate the respective ICs during theta (Figure 8C). Similar to the theta-phase distribution shifts from RUN to REM (Figure 4C), the ‘center of mass’ of gamma activity in the CA1pyr IC shifted towards the theta peak in the sides compared to the center arms (Figure S7C), in conjunction with shifted CA1 spiking activity (see below).

We analyzed single unit activity in three additional animals with high-density probes in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. We aggregated spikes from each neuron type within each session to compare overall firing rates, because individual pyramidal cells in the hippocampus have place-specific firing (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978), which would confound single unit comparisons of firing rates between arms. CA3 pyramidal cell and CA1 interneuron firing rates were significantly greater during center arm running compared to side arms (p < 0.01 for CA3 pyramidal cells, p < 0.05 for CA1 interneurons, t-test on center/side ratios; Figure 8E). As in REM sleep (Figure 2F; Mizuseki et al., 2011), aggregate CA1 pyramidal cell firing rates were not significantly different between maze arms (p = 0.17; Figure 8E), but the theta-phase distribution of their spikes changed, with more spikes occurring near the peak of CA1 str. pyramidale theta in the side arms compared to in the center arm (Figure 8F), leading to significantly greater theta-modulation of spikes in the center arm compared to the side arms (p < 0.001, t-test on single unit modulation indices, Wilcoxon rank-sum test on angular dispersion of all spikes). The center-side difference in theta-modulation of EC3 pyramidal cell spikes (Figure 8F) was less stark, only becoming significant (p < 0.01) when all spike phases were aggregated together. Theta-modulation scores for single CA3 pyramidal cells showed significantly greater theta modulation in the center arm (when referenced to local theta phase; p < 0.01, t-test), though the aggregated spike phase distribution was not significantly more modulated. Overall, these experiments demonstrate that the changing balance of CA3 and EC3 inputs during different phases of a hippocampus-dependent memory task can affect the theta-organization of both gamma activity and spiking in CA1.

**DISCUSSION**

Pathway-specific gamma rhythms are phase-coordinated by theta oscillations

Our findings support previous observations that gamma rhythms occur on the descending phase of theta in the CA1 pyramidal layer (Figure 3), brought about by the gamma-timed spiking of CA3 pyramidal cells and CA1 interneurons (Figures 6A and 7C; Bragin et al., 1995; Csicsvari et al., 2003; Mizuseki et al., 2009; Colgin et al., 2009; Zemankovics et al., 2013), and that this CA3-CA1 gamma coupling is strongest during memory recall (Figure 8; Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007). A distinct and higher frequency gamma pattern is dominant in the LFP near the peak of the theta cycle (Figure 3; Belluscio et al., 2012), coincident with increased firing of EC3 pyramidal neurons and their excitation of the distal apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells (current sink) (Figure 7C; Mizuseki et al., 2009; Buzsáki et al., 1986). The output CA1 pyramidal layer is signaled by increased power above 100 Hz (Colgin et al., 2009; Belluscio et al., 2012; Scheffer-Texiera et al., 2013), and a large fraction of pyramidal neurons are phase-locked to gamma patterns in a
band-limited manner (Figure 7A). Gamma coherence is high within the same dendritic layer but low across layers (Figure 5; Csicsvari et al., 2003; Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007).

While the phase and frequency separations between the EC3 and CA3 inputs are consistent with previous reports, our findings are at variance with the postulated theta phase assignment of EC3-mediated gamma bursts by Colgin et al. (2009). In the latter study, the authors suggested that the CA3-driven gamma \( \gamma \) is followed by an EC input-driven faster gamma burst in the 65–140 Hz range at the trough of the theta cycle. One potential source of the conflicting results is the use of single site recordings in the Colgin et al. study, which is not sufficient to decompose the spatial origin of the respective gamma generators (Buzsáki et al., 2012; Einevoll et al., 2013; Fernández-Ruiz and Herreras, 2013; Lasztóczi and Klausberger, 2014). While we also found significant phase coupling between entorhinal LFPs and unit spiking and gamma LFPs in CA1 (Figures 5D–E, 7C), our analysis revealed that such coupling reflected synaptic currents in the dendritic layers but without effectively entraining spikes of pyramidal cells (Figure 7D; see also Lasztóczi and Klausberger, 2014; Yamamoto et al., 2014).

In contrast to the framework put forward by Colgin et al. (2009), we find that the maximal firing of EC3 pyramidal cells and the associated gamma \( \gamma \) synaptic currents in the CA1 str. lacunosum-moleculare occur, on average, at the peak of the theta cycle (Buzsáki et al., 1986; Brankack et al., 1993; Kamondi et al., 1998; Montgomery et al., 2009; Mizuseki et al., 2009; Benito et al., 2014), before the dominant CA3-mediated gamma \( \gamma \) on the descending phase of theta (Figure 3E). Furthermore, the theta-phase separation of EC3 spiking (Mizuseki et al., 2009) and gamma oscillations (Figure 3) at the theta peak, and the CA1 spiking (Mizuseki et al., 2009) and perisomatic fast-gamma patterns (Figure 3) at the theta trough (Colgin et al., 2009; Belluscio et al., 2012), implies that fast gamma activity may not be used effectively as a mechanism of communication between CA1 and its afferent regions. Even during REM, when a substantial amount of CA1 spiking (Figure 6E; Mizuseki et al., 2011) and gamma activity (Figure 3B; Belluscio et al., 2012) coincides with EC3 input at the theta peak (Mizuseki et al., 2011), spiking in CA1 was still not coherent with EC3 gamma oscillations (Figure 7D).

Lasztóczi and Klausberger (2014) also implicated EC input to CA1 in generating dendritic (but not perisomatic) synaptic currents, but in the slow gamma band. Their results, however, were obtained under urethane anesthesia, which has been shown to alter EC input to CA1 (Stewart et al., 1992; Buzsáki, 2002). Their recordings in awake mice showed theta-modulated gamma in str. lacunosum-moleculare with similar frequencies to those we found (see also Yamamoto et al., 2014).

**Cooperative-competitive influence of EC and CA3 on CA1 output**

The firing rate changes of CA3 and EC3 principal cell can at least partially account for the CA1 firing patterns and gamma oscillations we observed both across brain states and in the T maze task. These two major inputs can either cooperate or compete, depending on the nature of the task (Dvorak-Carbone and Schuman, 1999a, 1999b; Remondes and Schuman, 2002; Golding et al., 2002; Dudman et al., 2007; Han and Heineman, 2013). During the recall phase (center arm) of the T maze task, the CA3 and EC3 inputs may cooperatively
increase their influence on CA1 (Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007; Yamamoto et al., 2014). Properly timed CA3 and EC3 input can also become more effective through suppression of feed-forward inhibition (Buzsáki et al., 1995; Yeckel and Berger, 1990; Leão et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2013) or facilitating mechanisms that can overcome inhibition (Remondes and Schuman, 2002; Jarsky et al., 2005; Takahashi and Magee, 2009).

The competition between the two major pathways was illustrated here during REM sleep and in the T maze side arms, when firing rates of CA3 pyramidal neurons decreased (Figure 2F; Montgomery et al., 2008) in parallel with reductions in the power of gamma_\text{S} in CA1 str. radiatum and spike-LFP phase-locking between CA3 pyramidal cells and CA1 LFP (Figure 2 and Figure 7C, E). This reduced CA3 output coincides with an increased firing of EC3 neurons and elevated gamma_M power in the str. lacunosum-moleculare (Figure 2) and shifted theta phase preferences of a significant fraction of CA1 pyramidal neurons from the trough to the peak (Poe et al., 2000; Mizuseki et al., 2011). Similar mechanisms may also be involved during exploration of a novel environment (Manns et al., 2007; Lever et al., 2010). Additional experiments are required to disentangle the roles of the medial and lateral entorhinal cortical inputs (Hargreaves et al., 2005; Igarashi et al., 2014), as well as working memory-related links to the medial prefrontal cortex through the thalamic nucleus reuniens (Vertes et al., 2007), all of which target str. lacunosum-moleculare.

The increased response of CA1 neurons to the direct EC3 input when CA3 input is diminished can explain why, after lesion of the CA3 input, place-related firing of CA1 pyramidal cells can persist (Brun et al., 2008). The shift in influence can also explain why spatial information encoded by CA1 pyramidal cells varies as a function of their position in the proximo-distal axis (Figure 4; Henriksen et al., 2010). One potential substrate of the CA3-EC3 competition is the O-LM to bistratified interneuron inhibitory connection. Increased firing of O-LM interneurons near the theta trough (Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008; Varga et al., 2012) suppresses inputs to the distal dendrites, whereas it indirectly disinhibits dendritic segments in str. oriens and radiatum (Leão et al., 2012), thereby facilitating the effectiveness of the CA3 input on CA1 pyramidal cells.

Directionality and frequency dependence of spike-LFP coupling

The term ‘spike-LFP coupling’ has at least two implied physiological mechanisms: spikes of an upstream network can generate a coherent LFP patterns in their target dendritic domains, or, in the reverse direction, oscillations in the upstream network (reflected in the LFP) can be phase-locked to the spikes of the downstream population (Figures 6 and 7). While the former relationship can be strong, we found that the latter is typically weak for pyramidal cells, especially at high frequencies. LFP gamma oscillations in the dendritic layers poorly reflected the timing of the CA1 pyramidal cell spikes (Figure 7), consistent with attenuation and low-pass filtering of distal dendritic currents (Golding et al., 2005; Vaidya and Johnston, 2013), combined with interfering contributions from other excitatory inputs, inhibitory currents, and volume-conducted signals. Additionally, network mechanisms that prevent spike entrainment by incoming gamma bursts may be at work (Pouille and Scanziani, 2001). This is in line with previous in vivo observations showing that even
synchronous fast gamma outputs from CA3 often fail to entrain CA1 neurons (Csicsvari et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2011; Carr et al., 2012).

While principal cells in the superficial layers of neocortex are more electrotonically compact (Zador et al., 1995), which could perhaps enable cortical circuits to more effectively employ gamma synchronization as a mechanism for selective interregional communication (Singer, 1993; Fries, 2005), this hypothesis remains hotly debated (Shadlen and Movshon, 1999; Kopell et al., 2000; Fries, 2009; Ray and Maunsell, 2010; Fell and Axmacher, 2011; Bosman et al., 2012; Akam and Kullmann, 2012; Jia et al., 2013; Srinath and Ray, 2014). In our analysis, LFP–spike coupling between CA1 units and CA3 or EC3 LFP was mostly attributable to phase-locking of interneurons (Figure 6). Feedforward connections to interneurons (Buzsáki, 1984; Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011), combined with their strong synchronization mechanisms (Galarreta and Hestrin, 2001; Bartos et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2010), could potentially underlie much of the bidirectional gamma synchronization reported across cortical regions (Gregoriou et al., 2009, 2012; Brunet et al., 2014). While we do not rule out that such synchronization may be useful for enhancing synaptic communication, our results do not provide support for spike–spike synchronization between principal cells across regions in the fast gamma band.

Yet, a fraction of CA1 pyramidal cells was weakly but significantly locked to the phase of str. radiatum gamma rhythms, typically in the slow gamma band (Figure 7E). Such transient coupling is likely to be conveyed primarily by perisomatic interneurons, which have extensive dendritic arbors in the str. radiatum (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996) and fire preferentially on the descending slope of the theta oscillation (Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008). A potential conduit of gamma coupling between EC3 and CA1 pyramidal cells is the axo-axonic (chandelier) interneuron since the majority of its dendrites arborize in str. lacunosum-moleculare and they fire preferentially on the peak of the theta cycle (Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008), coincident with the timing of the EC3 input and emergence of \( \gamma_M \). Such mechanisms may underlie the weak but significant modulation of multiunit spiking at \( \gamma_M \) frequencies (Figure S6).

Although interregional transfer of rhythms at high frequencies was poor, unexpectedly many CA1 pyramidal cells were phase-locked to the local \( \gamma_F/\epsilon \) band. Power increase in this band may reflect a true network oscillation or uncoordinated spiking (Ray and Maunsell, 2011; Belluscio et al., 2012; Schomburg et al., 2012). Spike contamination being the exclusive source of all fast LFP is unlikely, because spike–LFP coupling in the epsilon band was present when LFP was sampled 200–600 \( \mu \)m from the spike detection site (Figure S6). Additional contribution may arrive from concerted IPSCs in the perisomatic region of pyramidal cells triggered by pyramidal cell spikes (Csicsvari et al., 1998). However, neither spike contamination, nor the disynaptic explanation hypothesis explains why local phase locking of spikes in the \( \gamma_F/\epsilon \) band is most prominent in the CA1 region during both theta (present findings) and sharp wave ripples (Sullivan et al., 2011; Schomburg et al., 2012). The ripple-frequency synchronization of CA1 pyramidal cells may be a reflection of high-frequency resonance properties of the CA1 circuit (Sullivan et al., 2011; Csicsvari et al., 2000; Brunel and Wang, 2003; Stark et al., 2014).
Overall, our experiments demonstrate that layer-specific gamma oscillations in the hippocampus reliably identify the temporal dynamics of the afferent inputs (spike-LFP coupling). LFP features may therefore aid in identifying processes related to specific memory processes (Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007; Bieri et al., 2014), but they are poor predictors of interregional coupling of pyramidal cell spikes. Our results instead suggest that temporal coordination (spike-spike coupling) in the entorhinal-hippocampal system is mainly supported by theta and low-mid frequency gamma oscillations, but much less so by fast gamma coherence.

Experimental Procedures

Nine male Long-Evans rats and three male Sprague-Dawley rats (250–400 g, 3–6 months old) were trained in a variety of testing environments and tasks and implanted with movable, multiple-site silicon probes in the dorsal hippocampus, with 3 of these rats having an additional probe in the dorsocaudal medial entorhinal cortex (EC). Data were recorded while animals performed maze tasks and slept in their home cages. The surgeries, probes, behavioral training, and spike-sorting procedures were described in detail previously (Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007; Montgomery et al., 2008; Diba and Buzsáki, 2007, 2008; Pastalkova et al., 2008; Mizuseki et al., 2009; Berényi et al., 2014). All protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of New York University.

Synaptic current generators were decomposed using current source density (CSD) and independent component analysis (ICA) of the LFPs (Fernández-Ruiz et al., 2012). Spectrotemporal analyses of the activation strengths of independent components (ICs) extracted from LFPs are indicated by their IC labels (e.g., CA1pyr, rad, lm), and analyses on LFPs are labeled by their anatomical location (CA1 str. pyr., str. rad., etc.). Epochs of high theta (4–10 Hz) power during locomotion were classified as RUN. Theta episodes during sleep were classified as REM. Time-resolved spectral decomposition of time series data was performed using wavelet analysis. Theta phase analyses of wavelet spectra and unit spiking used the phase extracted from the Hilbert transform of the 4–12 Hz filtered CA1 str. pyramidale LFP. All data collected from 32- to 64- electrode arrays and metadata are available in the hc-3 dataset at http://crcns.org/ (Mizuseki et al., 2014). Further details and discussion of the recordings and data analyses are available as Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Physiological identification of CA1 anatomical layers

(A) Depth profile of averaged SWR and theta waves along one shank (32 recording sites, spaced at 50 μm) spanning the CA1 region and dentate gyrus (DG). Traces, LFP; color map, CSD. The strong sink of the SWR corresponds to the str. radiatum, the main termination zone of CA3 afferents. (B) ICA decomposition of CA1 LFPs into three main components (ICs). The voltage (V) load of the CA1pyr ICs (blue trace) peaked at the str. pyramidale. The rad IC (green) peaked in the str. radiatum (compare with the source-sink-source distribution of SWR in A). The lm IC (red) identified the str. lacunosum-moleculare (compare with the maximum sink of theta in A). CSD loads are the second spatial derivatives of the V loads. (C) The traces of wide-band (left) and 30 Hz high-pass filtered (right) CA1 ICs and LFPs from the corresponding dendritic layers show a large degree of similarity. The mixing of currents in the pyramidal layer result in greater differences there. (D) Two-dimensional V and CSD maps of the three main LFP ICs from a rat with an electrode array spanning the transverse axis of the hippocampus (7 shanks spaced 300 μm; one shank shown on the left). Positive polarity is up in all figures.
Figure 2. Spectral separation of pathway-specific gamma sub-bands in CA1
(A) Gamma amplitude – theta frequency (GA-TF) comodulogram of LFP in the CA1 pyramidal layer (CA1 str. pyr. LFP) showed strong theta-phase modulation of three gamma sub-bands during RUN (gamma_S, gamma_M and gamma_F/epsilon; white arrows). Each ICA-derived LFP component (IC) in CA1 displayed modulation in one dominant sub-band. White arrows indicate the frequency of peak power. Note similar gamma frequencies in the rad and CA3pyr ICs, and the lm IC and EC3 LFP, respectively. Color code: strength of GA-TF coupling (modulation index, MI). (B) Same as in A during REM sleep. (C) Group data of peak frequencies (6 rats for CA1 and CA3 ICs, 4 rats for EC3 LFP). (D) REM/RUN MI ratio, and (E) relative power (30–300 Hz) in different layers. (*/**/*** p < 0.05/0.01/0.001; t-test). (F) Mean ± SEM of firing rate (FR) ratios of single units between REM and RUN.
Figure 3. Theta-phase distribution of CA1 gamma oscillations
(A) Gamma amplitude – theta phase (GA-TP) modulation plots of LFP in CA1 pyramidal layer (leftmost panel) and CA1 ICs during RUN. The gamma_3 (single arrowhead), gamma_M (double arrowheads), and gamma_F or epsilon (triple arrowhead) dominated the descending phase, peak, and trough of the CA1 pyramidal layer theta waves, respectively. Note that frequency overlaps visible here between phase-separated sub-bands can create artificial boundaries in the GA-TF plots (Figure 2A, B). Dashed black line, reference theta phase of the LFP recorded in CA1 pyramidal layer. (B) Same as in A during REM. (C) Group data (6 animals for CA1 and CA3, 4 rats for EC3) for preferred theta phase of each layer’s theta-modulated gamma band (30–60, 60–110, and 100–250 Hz for rad, lm, and CA1pyr, respectively). (D) Z-scored theta-modulated gamma power across animals. (**/*** p <0.01/0.001, respectively; t-test) (E) Diagram summarizing the average ordering of the maximal phases for the gamma sub-bands, afferent input, and CA1 spike output over the theta cycle.
Figure 4. Distribution of theta-coupled gamma oscillations along the CA1 transverse axis of the CA1 region

(A) Two-dimensional distribution of the theta-coupled gamma oscillations during RUN. Each set of three panels was constructed from the GA-TF coupling of the ICA components (ICs) on each recording shank. The $\text{rad IC's}$ gamma became less theta-modulated along the proximo-distal (i.e., CA3-subicular) axis, whereas $\text{lm gamma}$ increased in coupling strength. $\text{CA1pyr gamma}$ largely followed the $\text{rad IC}$ gradient. The bar plot on the right shows group data (6 rats). Each comparison was significantly different ($p < 0.001$; ANOVA). (B) Similar display during REM. Note the opposite trend of $\text{CA1pyr}$ theta-
gamma-F coupling along the proximo-distal axis compared to RUN. (C) Theta-phase distribution of CA1pyr gamma-F power in RUN and REM at three segments along the proximo-distal axis of CA1. Note increased bimodality of the gamma-F power distribution (arrowheads) toward the distal (subicular) end compared to the CA3 end (p < 0.001 for mean phases both in RUN and REM, ANOVA tests, 6 rats) and stronger overall bimodality during REM.
Figure 5. Coherence segregates layer-specific gamma generators

(A) Gamma (30–90 Hz) coherence maps between LFP recorded from a reference site (white patch with star) and every other recording site on a 256-channel probe spanning most of a transverse plane in the dorsal hippocampus, for CA1 str. pyramidal (top), str. radiatum (middle), and str. lacunosum-moleculare (bottom) references. (B) Gamma coherence between pathway-specific CA1 ICs (extracted separately for each shank). Similar to cross-layer LFP coherence, ICs reflecting different synaptic pathways exhibited low coherence with other CA1 ICs across shanks (numbered 1–7), but high coherence between like ICs from different shanks. (C) Coherence with like ICs decreases monotonically with distance between shanks, whereas coherence between different ICs is low, regardless of shank separation. (D) Mean ± s.e.m. of LFP coherence spectra across sessions for RUN and REM between CA1 and CA3 (top, 3 rats) or CA1 and EC3 (bottom, 3 rats) site pairs from animals used for the single unit analyses. Coherence increased above 100–150 Hz (open arrowhead) due to muscle artifact contamination of LFP recordings (Figure S4). (E) Mean phase-resolved distributions of wavelet phase coherence over theta cycles in the same animals analyzed in (D). Gamma-band coherence between CA1 and CA3 was more theta-modulated during RUN, when CA3 input was stronger (Figure 2E, F) and CA3 gamma oscillations were more theta modulated (Figure 2D). Gamma<sub>M</sub> coherence between CA1 and EC3 was highest (double arrowhead) at the phase of maximal EC3 gamma power (Figure 3) and pyramidal cell spiking (Mizuseki et al., 2009).
Figure 6. The CA1 interneuron population is flexibly modulated by all gamma sub-bands

(A) Subpopulations of interneurons were best modulated by different gamma-frequency LFP fluctuations. Plotting the normalized modulation strengths across frequencies for each putative interneuron with a Rayleigh test p-value < 0.01 (bottom) revealed groups of interneurons that were most strongly modulated in each gamma sub-band. Overall, individual neurons were typically ‘significantly’ modulated across multiple frequencies (lines, top), with three clear clusters of preferred frequencies (dashed circles and arrows). In this and other panels, significant differences of phase-locking for specific comparisons mentioned in the text are indicated with single (p < 0.05, not adjusted for multiple comparisons) or double (p < 0.01) dotted lines and labeled accordingly. (B) CA3 interneurons tended to prefer frequencies near 30 and 80 Hz. (C) EC3 interneurons were best modulated at fast gamma frequencies from 100–150 Hz during both RUN and REM, though this modulation measure may have been biased toward higher frequencies because spike phases were drawn from LFP measured only 200 μm from the unit detections sites (in contrast with units from CA1 and CA3, which were compared to LFP from 400 μm away). (D) For LFPs recorded from dendritic (str. radiatum) and afferent sites, CA1 interneurons were best modulated by slow-mid gamma LFP frequencies. (E) Gamma frequency preferences of CA1 interneurons also segregated neurons by theta phase preference. Units that preferred mid-gamma frequencies fired near the theta trough (green arrowheads), and fast gamma-preferring units only preferred the theta peak during REM (orange arrowhead).
Figure 7. CA1 pyramidal cell spike timing was related to slow and fast gamma oscillations, but was weakly affected by mid-gamma LFP features

(A) CA1 pyramidal cells were dominated by fast gamma LFP features (black arrow and dashed circle), even for LFPs 400 μm away (see Figure S6). Modulation < 30 Hz (gray arrow) may reflect some theta wave asymmetry/harmonic effects. Mid-gamma modulation fell to near chance levels (~1% for p < 0.01 threshold) during REM. Significant differences of phase-locking for specific comparisons mentioned in the text are indicated with dotted lines and labeled accordingly. (B) CA3 (top) and EC3 (bottom) pyramidal cell phase-locking was dominated by the gamma frequencies characteristic of each region (Figure 2). (C) Spike timing of pyramidal cells in CA3 (top) and EC3 (bottom) corresponded to gamma-band LFP features in CA1. (D) CA1 pyramidal cell spike timing, however, was substantially influenced by LFPs in afferent regions (CA3, top; EC3, bottom) only at slow gamma frequencies. (E) CA1 (top) and CA3 (bottom) pyramidal cell phase modulation shifted toward slow gamma when LFP was measured in str. radiatum, suggesting that mid-gamma phase locking of these units in str. pyramidale was due to CA3-driven interneurons in CA1 (see Figures 6 and S5). (F) Gamma phase preferences (LFP 400μm away, as in A) of CA1 pyramidal cells shifted from the rising phase to the trough as the gamma frequency preference increased. The slow gamma-like phase distributions present at mid-gamma frequencies during RUN (top) disappeared in REM (bottom).
Figure 8. Task-dependent changes in CA3-EC3 input balance are reflected in theta-gamma LFP coupling and CA1 spiking similarly to RUN-REM differences

(A) Example running trajectories during one session of a hippocampus-dependent delayed alternation task within a T maze. We used ICA to compare CA1 LFP components (ICs) during center arm running (CENTER, red) to running in side arms (SIDE, blue). (B) The theta modulation indices (MI) for CA1 ICs were significantly greater during CENTER running compared to SIDE (t-test). (C) Differences in the theta modulation of the gamma spectra of each IC showed that the strongest changes were at the gamma frequencies characteristic of each afferent pathway (compare Figure 2A). (D) Example trajectories during one session of a similar delayed alternation task with wheel running during the delay period (Pastalkova et al., 2008), which was performed by the animals used in the unit analyses. (E) Population firing rate ratios within individual sessions revealed that the CA3 pyramidal cells were significantly more active during CENTER running compared to SIDE (t-test). CA1 interneurons also fired at significantly greater rates in CENTER. Across sessions, the measured CA1 and EC3 pyramidal cell population rates were not consistently different in CENTER versus SIDE running (p > 0.05). (F) Theta phase distribution of spiking in CA1 (top), CA3 (middle), and EC3 (bottom) pyramidal cell populations during CENTER to SIDE running. Lines show the distribution when spike phases were summed...
across all clustered pyramidal cells, dashed lines (shading) show mean (± s.e.m.) across single units firing > 30 spikes during CENTER and SIDE epochs. Significance thresholds: */**/***, p < 0.05/0.01/0.001.